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The Opening ceremony was paved with humor and creativity. eclipsing the em-
perial times of great britain by featuring modern skills, music, fashion and 
design.



The games of Beijing were there to prove the power of a nation, The status of china in the world.
the posture of london was to be the showcase of creativity, freedom and tolerence. contrary to 
beijing, there was no fear of large crowds in the parks. London used self derision and the expression of 
youth. 
an effort was made to find existing venues in the city and take advantage of the town heritage.



CROWD in the olympic park and before the jumping.

With 8.8 million tickets made available to the British public and sports fans around the world, London 2012 stands 
at the top of the podium with the record for the most Olympic tickets on sale in the 116-year history of the Summer 
Olympic Games



Equestrian cross country in greenwich Park.



Road cycling race in front of westminster



beach volleyball in horse guards parade



Equestrian jumping in greenwich park.



The games started with the disapointment of the GB fans when cavendish did 
not win the cycling race. Here David Cameron watching the final miles of the 
race on a giant screen with the hope to be there for cavendish victory.
AT the end team GB had their share of medals finishing 3 in the medal ranking.



London had its sporting moments with Usain Bolt’s double treble, David Ru-
disha’s world record run in the 800m, the Jamaican men and American wo-
men’s sprint relay performances, Michael Phelps becoming the most decorated 
Olympian in history.
In all, 44 world records have been set and 117 Olympic records

USAIN BOLD MEDAL CEREMONY FOR THE 100 METER. 



Rudisha from Kenya in front of the photographers after his World record on 
the Men 800 meters



with the two browlee brothers winning gold and bronze in the triathlon



Sung Jin Lee of Korea won gold  for the Women’s Team Archery match between 
Korea and China s at Lord’s Cricket Ground on July 29, 2012 in London, En-
gland. Here in the individual qualification cession



Ben Ainslie A gold medal  is his  fourth first-place finish in a row and fifth me-
dal in a row, making him the most successful Olympic sailor ever. He won silver 
at the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta and followed that up with golds in Syd-
ney, Athens and Beijing. 
here the media boats following the winner.



Mountain bike and BMX 



Spectators watch the 4th spot of Michael Phelps at the 400 meter individual me-
dley. Lochte wins by 4 seconds. At that moment everybody doubts that Phelps can 
come back and win more gold but at the end with london wins Michael Phelps 
19 gold medals make him officially greatest Olympian of all time.



LONDON ALSO WITNESSED SOME EMOTIONAL MOMENTS.

ASIRAELSHAMALIA ( Palestine) first time in the Olympics with scarf. For the first 
time also Soudi arabia allowed women to participate at the competition. 



The Turkish team showing joy for their athlete CAKIR ALPTEKIN win the 1500 
meter while an Ethiopian fan shows his disapointment to see his athlete fi-
nishing fourth.



Ethiopian Meseret Defar dashed compatriot Tirunesh Dibaba’s dreams of another 
long-distance double by regaining her 5,000 meters title 



Turkish athlete Merve Aydin finishes in tears the 800 meter despite injury.



The games are now over,  as it reads in the last image destination rio. 


